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Premium PLUS Collection

RESTORED HAMMOND ORGANS, CUSTOM B3’s, C3’s, & MORE!

This list is comprised of our finest condition instruments which can have special custom options
installed to create something extra special. Often these options are upgrades that simply were not
invented at the time of original manufacture but have been time tested and much appreciated but
musicians and listeners over the decades. Designed for those who want and appreciate the best!

# 284) Hammond B3 # 89688 (1963 vintage) one family owned. Leslie w/122 power amp and
Hamtone two speed kit to complement this fine B3! We actually were able to purchase two B3’s
from the same family! This is one of them and truly a well preserved instrument. We will add an
OBL-2 output system to be able to connect the bass pedals directly to subwoofers or even a bass
guitar or keyboard amp to create a WORLD CLASS low end. This solves the question of how to
get more bass! Shake the walls with bass or just enjoy a deeper, richer low end tone than you are
used to.
$14,950
Option # 1 Add String bass for sustain and pluck on your bass pedals. Optional at $ 1,475
Option # 2 Add reverb to get a concert hall effect that is totally adjustable
$ 425
Option # 3 Replace ALL tubes in the organ w/ solid state amp w/ EQ, w/reverb $ 1,550
Option # 4 Transpose system to change keys/pitch easily. 3 half steps down 4 up $ 1,500
Option # 5 Keyboard holder to add a keyboard thereby creating three manuals $ 129.
Option # 6 Add a second Leslie speaker to complement the first. Big sound! Solid! $3,500.

# 286) Hammond D-152 w/32 bass pedals. AGO specifications on bass pedals! Self contained
speakers plus a Leslie or Hammond speakers can be added. OBL-2 to be added for direct
connection to PA system. This instrument could be used in a small chapel or home or in a large
facility. It is only a matter of adding speakers or connecting to a quality PA system. See Options
above as additional possibilities. One Leslie 22H included
$14,950
# 293) # 91081 (1964)RARE Fruitwood/cherry finish! Matching 122 Leslie speaker. OBL-2
included for WORLD CLASS BASS potential. See list of options to consider
$19,950
#300) Hammond B3 # 63910 (1956) Deep rich Mahogany finish w/matching 122!

$23,950

# 301) Hammond B3 #A-27552 (1969) w/122RV Mint Condition! Great year!

$18,950

# 311) Hammond B3 69482 w.TREK II solid state preamp, reverb included! 122

$ 21,950

# 314) Hammond B3 #76993 w/122 String bass installed. 1 owner for decades!

$ 22,950

# 321) Hammond B3 # 96990 offered w TWO Leslie 222 speakers ! ( 122 power amps) $22,950

